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MANDIE KRAMER 

MandieKramer@gmail.com  |  512-698-1041  |  Austin, TX 78758 
Portfolio: bit.ly/aboutMandie     |     GitHub: bit.ly/MandiesGitHub    |     LinkedIn: bit.ly/MandiesLinkedIn 

 

Full-Stack Web Developer driven to use my extensive knowledge to solve problems and push for continuous improvement. Years of 
experience (and fondness) working with engineers, ensuring the team focuses on the tasks at hand through smooth communication 
and leadership. Quick-learner, enjoys implementing new technologies and techniques into current work. Equipped with the 
expertise to develop intuitive user-interfaces that are a pleasure to use. 

 

EXPERTISE
Project management, website creation and management, research, problem-solving, documentation, editing, and proofreading. 
Experience with HTML5, CSS, Bootstrap, Materialize, JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, APIs, Node.js, NPM, React.js, MySQL, MongoDB, 
GitHub, Heroku, MVC, ORM (Sequelize, Mongoose), Mocha and Chai. Practices Agile development, using Rally / CA Technologies, 
JIRA, Trello, GitHub 

 

PROJECTS
Tender | GitHub Repository: bit.ly/Repo-Tender | Deployed Site: bit.ly/Project-Tender  
Project Manager, Full-Stack Web Developer                             
This app takes the stress of decision-making out of choosing where to eat. Just select a few criteria (or not!) and press the “Fork It” 
button for instant suggestions. The results include Google Maps and Zomato ratings, a map, and a link for driving directions. 
Tools used: HTML5, CSS, Materialize, JavaScript, jQuery, AJAX, Google Maps API, Zomato API 
 
bamazon | GitHub Repository: bit.ly/bamazonProject 
Full-Stack Web Developer                             
A command-line Node.js app that lets you read and manipulate a MySQL database. In this case, the app represents a store called 
"bamazon." 
 
Liri | GitHub Repository: bit.ly/LiriProject 
Full-Stack Web Developer                             
A node app that lets you access various APIs (OMBD, Spotify, and Bands In Town) via several different methods, including the use of 
'fs' and 'request' modules.  

 

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS | Program Coordinator Austin, TX | 08/2014 – 06/2018 

Coordinated internal and external learning opportunities for 2000+ engineers globally. Helped spearhead the effort to promote 
adoption of the Office 365 rollout for the Learning & Development team and Human Resources globally in 2017/18. Maintained and 
updated internal websites, wikis, and the learning management tool (Cornerstone) via WYSIWYG editors, HTML, and JavaScript. 
 

ATX HACKERSPACE | Board Member Austin, TX | 06/2010 - 08/2011 
Assured that corporate records were maintained and filed with the state as needed. Maintained publicly available resources such as 
the website, wiki, and mailing lists. Created company vector logo. Managed yearly holiday bazaar fundraiser and marketing 
campaign. 

 

E3 PROPERTIES | Internet Media Consultant Austin, TX | 07/2008 - 03/2009 
Assisted several real estate agents in utilizing various forms of online media to advertise available properties. Performed research, 
composed, edited and maintained business owner’s blog. Posted open house listings through various online resources. 
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EDUCATION 

UNIVERSTIY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 2018 
Full-Stack Web Development Certification 
Attended a full-time certification program to hone my web development skills. Knowledge gained includes JavaScript, HTML5, CSS, 
jQuery, Responsive Design, Bootstrap, React.js, Node.js, MongoDB, PHP frameworks like Laravel, MySQL, Heroku, Security and 
Session Storage, and User Authentication. 

 

PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1997 - 1999 
Engineering 


